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Abstract 
This article introduces a model called “System & Contrast” (S&C), which aims at describing the inner organization of 
structural segments within music pieces in terms of : (i) a carrier system, i.e. a sequence of morphological elements form-
ing a multi-dimensional network of self-deducible syntagmatic relationships and (ii) a contrast, i.e. a substitutive element, 
usually the last one, which partly departs from the logic implied by the rest of the system.  
With a primary focus on pop music, the S&C model provides a framework to describe internal implication patterns in musi-
cal segments by encoding similarities and relations between its constitutive elements so as to minimize the complexity of the 
resulting description. It is applicable at several timescales and to a wide variety of musical dimensions in a polymorphous 
way, therefore offering an attractive meta-description of different types of musical contents. It has been used as a central 
component in the creation of a set of annotations for 380 pop songs (Bimbot, Sargent, Deruty, Guichaoua & Vincent, 
2014). 
This article formalizes the S&C model, illustrates how it applies to music and establishes its filiation with Narmour’s Im-
plication-Realization model (Narmour 1990, 1992) and Cognitive Rule-Mapping (Narmour, 2000). It introduces the Min-
imum Description Length scheme as a productive paradigm to support the estimation of S&C descriptions and sketches 
several tracks where concepts from the domain of Electrical Engineering and Communication Systems can be paralleled 
with aspects pertaining to the structural description of music patterns by the S&C model. 
Strongly based on an Engineering Science viewpoint, the S&C model establishes promising connections between Music 
Data Processing and Information Retrieval on the one hand, and modern theories in Music Perception and Cognition on 
the other hand, together with interesting perspectives in other areas in Musicology. 
  
Keywords : music structure, form, implication-realization, cognitive rule-mapping, Kolmogorov complexity, minimum 
description length, semiotics 
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Introduction 
Context and focus 
At low time scales (i.e. typically up to 1 second) music is usually described as a combination of unitary elements such as 
pitches, durations or chords, drawn from a limited set of pre-defined items. But beyond a certain timescale, music can be 
furthermore described in terms of piece-specific objects such as cells, motifs, phrases, sections, … whose layout shapes 
musical segments at increasing scales and ultimately participates to the global form of the piece. 
Being able to describe the inner organization of musical segments is a very important issue in the context of Music Infor-
mation Retrieval (MIR), where the automatic processing of music would greatly benefit from an operational model of mu-
sic structure. Recent studies in MIR have been striving to characterize in different ways structural units and form in music, 
so as to produce consistent annotated resources for research (Bimbot, Le Blouch, Sargent & Vincent, 2010 ; Bimbot, 
Deruty, Sargent & Vincent, 2011 ; Smith, Burgoyne, Fujinaga, De Roure & Downie, 2011; Peeters & Deruty, 2009). They 
have all been facing difficulties in formulating general properties and criteria which could qualify structural units, regard-
less of the music genre, style or function.  
This situation reflects a gap between the profuse literature dedicated to traditional analysis of music structure and form in 
Musicology (see for instance : Bent & Drabkin, 1998 ; Cadwallader & Gagné, 2011 ; Caplin, 2013 ; Caplin, Hepokowski 
& Webster, 2009 ; Mac Pherson, 2008 ; Perone, 1998 ; Stein, 1979 ; Zbikowski, 2002) and the need for generic schematic 
concepts focused on (and suited to) the production of standardized resources usable for music structure analysis in the 
context of Engineering Sciences (as illustrated for instance in Dannenberg & Goto, 2008 and in Paulus, Müller & Klapuri, 
2010). Gradually bridging this gap may not only benefit the development of efficient algorithms for automatic music pro-
cessing in MIR ; it could also help in defining enhanced concepts for structure analysis in Musicology. 
Over the past few years, our research group has been investigating and exploring the issue of music structure description, 
both from fundamental and experimental viewpoints, with a primary focus on pop music. This work has led to the public 
release of over 380 annotations of pop songs from three different data sets (Bimbot, Sargent, Deruty, Guichaoua & Vin-
cent, 2014)1. 
The experience acquired through the annotation, discussion and adjudication of several hundreds of pieces has gradually led 
us to develop a number of concepts and procedures towards versatile representations of music structure, i.e. applicable to a 
wide variety of music genres (Bimbot, Deruty, Sargent & Vincent, 2012).  
In this article, we develop one aspect of this methodology : a description of the inner organization of structural segments. By 
structural segments, we are referring to sections of the musical content at an intermediate timescale (typically 10-20 s) consti-
tuting potentially relevant units to describe the form of a piece of music at a large timescale (namely, its entire span). 
                                                          
1 These annotations are accessible on musicdata.gforge.inria.fr/structureAnnotation.html 
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Our approach rests upon the observable structure of internal relations between the segment’s constituents, as the patterns 
formed by these relations can be assumed to be less specific to a given musical genre and relatively insensitive to the pre-
sumed prevalence of particular musical dimensions.  
For this purpose, we introduce the System & Contrast (S&C) model. Inspired from algorithmic information theory (Kolmo-
gorov, 1963), a segment is modeled by encoding similarities and relations between its constitutive elements so as to minimize 
the complexity of the resulting description. 
Although the background of this work is that of computational sciences and data processing, we evidence that the S&C 
model is a straightforward extension of the Implication-Realization model and the Cognitive Rule-Mapping framework, as 
developed in (Narmour, 2000).  
Overview of the article 
Section 2 formalizes the S&C model in its standard form (square system), and introduces basic concepts such as those of 
carrier system, contrast, morphological elements and syntagmatic relations. Section 3 develops the links between the 
model components and actual musical dimensions, properties, elements, relations and patterns in music, and it firmly es-
tablishes the affiliation of the S&C model with Narmour’s Implication-Realization model (Narmour, 1990 ; Narmour, 
1992) and Cognitive Rule-Mapping (Narmour, 2000). 
Section 4 and 5 extend the basic (square) S&C model to a more comprehensive set of patterns, able to account for a wide 
variety of constructions in pop music and beyond. We also discuss how observation-driven structures (such as those de-
scribed by the S&C model) articulate with cultural conventions (i.e. style structures) as two facets of the music process, 
corresponding, from a Computer Science viewpoint, to Kolmogorov complexity and Shannon information (respectively). 
Section 6 relates the S&C paradigm to a compression scheme which aims at finding the most economical way to describe 
a musical segment using a MDL (Minimum Description Length) criterion. Section 7 discusses the functions of the S&C 
model in connection with concepts resorting to Communication Sciences and section 8 points briefly towards the potential 
of the model in various application domains. 
Sixteen examples of musical passages from different musical genres accompany this article to illustrate the S&C model.  
Beyond Music Information Retrieval and Engineering Sciences, a number of concepts in this work relate or are inspired 
from the fields of Cognitive Science, Communication Sciences, Information Theory but also Semiotics and Linguistics. This 
work should be understood as a contribution towards the formalization of a data model of music patterns, with a multidisci-
plinary perspective. 
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The S&C Model : Principles and Formulation 
General hypotheses 
The main entry for structure in the Oxford dictionary states : “the arrangement of and relations between the parts or ele-
ments of something complex”. In line with this definition, the starting point of the System & Contrast model is to consider 
a musical segment as forming a system of musical properties. By system, we mean “an interdependent group of items 
forming a unified whole” (definition of the Merriam-Webster dictionary), but also, “an entity of internal dependencies” 
(Hjelmslev, 1959). 
As a primary hypothesis of the System & Contrast model, we assume the existence of some system of properties within a 
musical segment, as the essence of the detectable patterns which form its inner organization. 
To start, let us illustrate the S&C model with an intuitive presentation, outside the scope of music. 
An intuitive presentation  
 
These 4 elements form a system based on a combination of two binary oppositions, in terms of shape and 
brightness. We will call this system a (plain) square system. 
 
Figure 1 shows a few examples of square systems, for which it is easy to figure out which are the properties used as oppo-
sitions, and therefore to explain the system. Note that some properties may not participate to the system, as in the 4th ex-
ample, where the font does not show any systematic behavior. 
    
Figure 1 : Four examples of square systems 
A fundamental property of a square system is its redundancy. Indeed, Figure 2 depicts a few incomplete square systems, 
where the 4th element is missing, and replaced by a question mark. 
  
3 4 
7 ? 
  
Figure 2 : Four incomplete square systems 
As can be easily experienced by the reader, some properties of the 4th element are predictable and can be logically deduced 
from the observation of the first 3 elements1. 
As a consequence, it is easy to determine, on the basis of the observation of 3 elements and the presentation of a fourth 
one, whether this 4th element matches or deviates from the system, and, if this is the case, in what respect.  
                                                          
1 Respectively : “Germany”, a light gray diamond, a very large digit “8” and any item with a NW-SE orientation. In fact, the 4th system in figure 2 could 
be considered as a complete system : the orientation of the question mark is consistent with that of the rest of the system, and no other property shows 
any systematic behavior. 
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These 4 elements now form a System & Contrast (S&C). The shape and brightness of the 4th element 
both contradict the combination of properties expected in 4th position, given the first three elements. The 
4th element creates a logical contrast within the system. 
The characterization of a system and its contrast requires the simultaneous determination of the set of properties which 
form the system and those which take part in the contrast. Figure 3 illustrates several S&Cs where the properties of the 
contrast vary over the same baseline carrier system. 
 
    
Carrier system 
(no contrast) 
Brightness-based 
contrast 
Shape-based 
contrast 
Size-based 
contrast 
Figure 3 : Examples of various contrasts, based on the same carrier system 
At times termed as “anticipation by way of induction or analogy” (CNRS, 1992) (Levy, 2003), the first three elements of 
the system create a projective implication on some of the properties of the fourth element. The contrast appears as a more 
or less strong contradiction of the expectation thus arising.  
The deviation of contrasting properties on the final element of the system can also be viewed as a digital modulation of the 
information conveyed by the carrier system. 
Formulation 
Using a bi-dimensional indexing notation, a plain square system can be denoted as : S0 =  ቂݔ଴଴ ݔ଴ଵݔଵ଴ ݔଵଵቃ 
S0 is assumed to be governed by a network of similarity relations : 
 horizontal relation :   ݔ଴ଵ ൌ ݂ሺݔ଴଴ሻ  
 vertical relation :   ݔଵ଴ ൌ ݃ሺݔ଴଴ሻ 
 diagonal relation : ݔଵଵ ൌ ݃൫݂ሺݔ଴଴ሻ൯ 
This can also be stated as a logical proposition : 
ݔଵଵ is to ݔଵ଴ what ݔ଴ଵ is to ݔ଴଴	 
and1  
ݔଵଵ is to ݔ଴ଵ what ݔଵ଴ is to ݔ଴଴ 
This is nothing else but the generalization of the well-known “rule of three”, i.e. the relationship between 4 numbers form-
ing a system of proportions. 
                                                          
1 Provided ݂ and ݃ commute. 
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Even if many properties are involved in characterizing each element in S0, the relations ݂and	݃ may apply only to a subset 
of these properties, which constitute the structuring properties of the system. Reduced to these properties, the carrier sys-
tem boils down to an initial element (ݔ଴଴) and two relations (݂,	݃ሻ, the fourth element ݔଵଵ being completely predictable 
and therefore redundant. 
Following similar notations as above, the “System & Contrast” can be noted : S =  ቂݔ଴଴ ݔ଴ଵݔଵ଴ ̅ݔଵଵቃ 
Matrix S now requires a specific diagonal relation to describe the contrast : ̅ݔଵଵ ൌ ݇ሺݔ଴଴ሻ, with ݇ ് ݃o݂.  
The contrast results from the disparity between ݇ and ݃݋݂, which can itself be viewed as a relation ߛ which expresses the 
deviation of the actual element ̅ݔଵଵ  from the (virtual) expected one ݔଵଵ ൌ ሺ݃݋݂ሻሺݔ଴଴ሻ . In mathematical language : 
ߛ ൌ ݇݋ሺ݃݋݂ሻିଵ 
We now have the following situation : 
		̅ݔଵଵ is not to ݔଵ଴ what ݔ଴ଵ is to ݔ଴଴ 
  and/or  
		̅ݔଵଵ is not to ݔ଴ଵ what ݔଵ଴ is to ݔ଴଴ 
Element ̅ݔଵଵ is breaking the anticipation triggered by ݔ଴଴, ݔ଴ଵ and ݔଵ଴ and creates a logical disruption. Relation ߛ thus ap-
pears as a discordance in the system, which can be detected in reference to the other elements by first deducing and then 
factoring out the structuring properties of the underlying carrier system S0. 
Analyzing a S&C 
The structuring properties involved in the description of a S&C can rest on virtually any property or combination of prop-
erties, provided they evolve in an organized manner and form a consistent set of detectable relationships. 
Consider the following two quadruplets : 
 
 
 
S&C #1    S&C #2 
Figure 4 : Examples of two S&Cs (analyzed in the text). 
In S&C #1, the 5 properties needed to describe all the observed elements are shape, size, brightness, halo and a subtle 
shade orientation. Given the first three items, the logical element in position 4 would be a dark gray cross of the same size 
as the others, illuminated from “NW”, with no halo. It is indeed a cross illuminated from NW but it is large(r), medium 
gray, and surrounded with a halo. As summarized on Figure 5, the contrast affects 3 properties : size, brightness and halo.  
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System & Contrast Carrier system       Contrast (reduced form) 
Figure 5 : Result of the analysis of S&C #1 
In S&C #2, shape, brightness, size, halo, texture and potentially orientation are properties of the elements in the system. 
However, (i) texture varies erratically and can therefore be considered as an off-system property and (ii) the status of ori-
entation as a systematic property is not decidable, as it is not possible to evaluate it for the circles. Among the remaining 
properties, only shape and size participate to the contrast : the 4th element is a large cross instead of being a very-large 
square. Figure 6 summarizes the result of the analysis of S&C #2. 
  
 
   
 
System & Contrast Carrier system      Contrast (reduced form) 
Figure 6 : Result of the analysis of S&C #2 
Redundancy in the system offers the possibility to “calibrate” the contrastive information in the 4th position, which can be 
deduced from the way the properties of individual items locally vary across the system and create patterns (or not). As a 
consequence, a same element in 4th position can have very different contrastive values in 2 distinct systems. 
S&C description 
Figure 7 below depicts a 	square S&C, unfolded over time, on which the main constituents of the system are represented : 
the morphological elements ݔ௜௝, the syntagmatic relations f, g and the contrast function ߛ. 
       
Figure 7 : A schematic view of a 2×2  square S&C model components (unfolded form) on a non-musical example 
The prototypical systems considered so far are 2 ൈ 2 (square) systems of 4 morphological elements, but further on in this 
article, we will also consider systems with other configurations. The first element ݔ଴଴ is called the primer and the last one, 
ݒݏ 
  ݒݏ 
primer
contrast 
 
carrier sequence
ࢍ 
ࢌ 
ࢽ 
࢞૙૙ ࢞૙૚ ࢞૚૙ ࢞ഥ૚૚ 
syntagmatic 
relations
morphological 
elements 
contrast function
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the contrast. If ߛ is the identity function, there is no contrast at the end of the system, and the S&C is said to be plain. 
Syntagmatic relations f and g account for correspondences between elements within the system. They can be understood 
as exact or approximate similarities, or as latent transformation rules which map one element to another. They are multi-
dimensional, i.e. they can apply to several variables or properties at a time, but for independent variables, they can be de-
composed on each dimension separately.  
We call the quadruplet ሺݔ଴଴, ݂, ݃, ߛሻ	the S&C description of ܵ, which can be viewed metaphorically as the “genetic pro-
gram” of the system1. 
Note that the S&C model enforces a causality principle in the sense that the direction of the relationships between ele-
ments within the system is assumed to be in accordance with the order in which these elements occur in the unfolded sys-
tem. As a consequence, the contrast is always in final position, although, in some cases, it would also be possible to ex-
plain the system on the basis of a disparity affecting another element than the last one. 
Modelling Music Segments with the S&C 
Music appears mainly as a sequential and dynamic presentation of acoustic (or symbolic) material. However, the S&C 
model assumes matricial relationships between discrete objects. Analyzing a musical content as a S&C therefore involves 
implicit operations of delinearization of the musical flow and discretization of its properties. 
In this section, we illustrate a few instances of S&Cs on actual musical segments and discuss the role of the S&C model in 
their description. As morphological elements (namely the ݔ௜௝), we consider musical motifs of a few seconds (typically 2 
bars, but occasionally larger or smaller fragments).  
Some examples 
Example n°1 : Pink Floyd – Brain 
Damage 
Pink Floyd – Brain Damage (Composer : Roger Waters)
The Dark Side of the Moon, EMI 1973. Timing : 0’15-0’43 
“Pink Floyd : The Dark Side of the Moon, Guitar Tablature Edition” 
pp. 109-111. Published by Music Sales America, 1992 
 
 
From a pop song from the 70’s, Example 1 appears as an ሾܾܽܽܿሿ sequence, a very common pattern in music, which we call 
sentence-like. While relation  f  is the exact identity function, relation g consists of a major reorganization of the second part 
of the motifs X଴଴ and X଴ଵ : the addition of a second vocal line, and denser melodic profiles repeated with an internal transpo-
                                                          
1 Echoing Narmour’s “genetic code” of melody (Narmour, 1989). 
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sition. The last segment  Xഥଵଵ acts as a contrast as it departs from the repetition of Xଵ଴ : it appears as a less drastic transfor-
mation of the initial motives, sharing some properties of Xଵ଴ (the addition of a second vocal line) but with a melodic place-
ment which almost falls back to that of the primary element X଴଴. Therefore, the whole segment can be viewed as a S&C re-
sulting from the congruence of (at least) two patterns : ሾܽܽܽ′ܿሿ (harmony) and ሾܾܽܽܽ’ሿ (rhythm), both participating to the ob-
served form1. 
Example n°2 : Michael Jackson – 
Thriller 
Michael Jackson – Thriller (Composer : Rod Temperton)
Thriller, EMI 1982. Timing : 2’26-2’40 
“Thriller”, pp. 25-26, Published by Rodsongs (PRS), 1982 
 
From a famous pop song from the 80’s, the 9 bar segment of Example 2 illustrates an interesting case of an ሾܾܽܽܿሿ (peri-
od-like) pattern. Relation ݂ can be seen as introducing new musical material in X଴ଵ, but Xଵ଴ presents again the material of 
X଴଴ (i.e. ݃ ൌ ݅݀ except for the beginning of the lyrics). The contrast ߛ can be viewed as composite and multidimensional. 
On bar 7 in  Xഥଵଵ, ߛ is almost identity, as this sub-segment starts very much like X଴ଵ. Then come 2 bars which show a clear 
disparity with the course of X଴ଵ, with the introduction of a new, heavily syncopated motive followed by a completely 
steady note. Moreover, Xഥଵଵ develops over 3 bars, which also creates a contrast of duration with the other morphological 
elements (2 bars). A component of the contrast ߛ therefore consists in a stretching effect, by the insertion of musical mat-
ter at the level of bar 8 (marked as “short infix”), which delays the conclusion of the sequence (some sort of phase shift in 
the resolution of the segment). 
In Example 3, the first verse of this well-known love song of the 60’s illustrates a S&C type which does not correspond either 
to a sentence-like, nor to a period-like pattern. X଴ଵ and Xଵ଴ are best described as two successive diatonic transpositions of the 
primary element X଴଴, while the harmony remains constant. Here, we have ݃ ൌ ݂ଶ, but the last 2 bars Xഥଵଵ introduce a com-
pletely distinct element, made of a single note that lasts seven beats and whose pitch is significantly higher than all previously 
heard pitches. Xഥଵଵ appears as a complete contrast with the progression installed by the three previous elements, in terms of 
rhythmic pattern, melodic pitch and shape, chord root and mode, musical and vocal information flow, … It can be denoted as 
an ሾܽ଴ܽଵܽଶܾሿ pattern, i.e. a broken progression2. 
                                                          
1 Here the morphological elements considered have 4 bars. In this example, sub-systems also exist at the 2-bar scale, where bars 1-8 
form as a plain system ሾܾܾܽܽሿ followed by a ሾܽଶܽଷܽସܿሿ pattern over bars 9-16. At an even lower time-scale (1 bar), a good approxima-
tion of each 4-bar group could be ሾܾܽܿܿሿሾܾܽܿܿሿሾܽଵܾଵܽଶܾଶሿሾܽଷܾଷܿܿሿ. This is a first illustration of how the S&C model can operate joint-
ly at several time-scales. 
2 Let us point out that, whereas ݂ and ݃ introduce little novelty in this example, ߛ proposes something completely new. This is to be put in 
perspective with the two previous examples, where ݂ or ݃ introduced much more novelty, while ߛ tended to be less innovative. 
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Example n°3 : Frank Sina-
tra – Strangers in the Night 
Frank Sinatra – Strangers in the Night (Composers : Kaempfert, Singleton, Snyder)
Strangers in the Night, Reprise, 1966. Timing : 0’11-0’32 
“Strangers in the Night”, p. 2, Universal Music Publ. Group / Hal Leonard Corp., 1966-2011 
 
In music, melody, harmony and rhythm frequently play a predominant role in conveying or signaling structural infor-
mation. But considering that potentially any musical dimension can contribute to the inner structure of a musical segment 
makes it possible to approach a wider range of musical contents within the S&C framework and in particular, pieces or 
passages for which the “usual” musical dimensions do not prevail in their inner organization. This is illustrated in the two 
examples hereafter. 
Whereas, in many cases, the contrast function is complex and applies diversely over various musical dimensions, Example 
4 is an instance of “industrial music” where a more radical approach can be observed : the contrast consists in a total sup-
pression of the content of the second part of the 4th morphological element Xഥଵଵ, resulting in a sudden and complete silence 
on all musical dimensions. This creates a definite effect of surprise, leaves room for and focuses attention on the deploy-
ment of the anacrusis of the forthcoming segment. Altogether, the segment tends to follow a period-like behavior ሾܾܽܽܿሿ, 
with ߛ being id over the first half of the last element and zero over its second half (ܿ ൎ ܾ′ሻ. 
Taking into consideration, in Example 5, only the pitched instruments (basses) and the traditional drum section (kick, 
snare, hi-hat), this segment of electronic music appears as a sequence of four identical elements, namely ሾܽܽܽܽሿ. Howev-
er, careful listening reveals the presence of a set of light percussive samples organized into a period-like system ሾܾܽܽܿሿ. 
Function ݂ associates the pattern heard in the primer X଴଴	to a sequence of four syncopated, regularly spaced hits, along 
with another syncopated hit near the end of bar 3. The function ݃ is the identity, and the contrast ߛ introduces yet another 
completely new motif in track 1. In this particular case, the most salient instruments exhibit a completely monotonic pat-
tern, while the contrastive component in the S&C develops over non-conventional musical elements in an almost incon-
spicuous way. 
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Example n°4 : Nine Inch 
Nails – The Warning  
Nine Inch Nails – The Warning (Real World Remix)
(Composers : Trent Reznor, Stefan Goodchild, Doudou N’Diaye Rose)
Y34RZ3R0R3M1X3D, Interscope, 2007. Timing : 0’27-0’46. Transcribed by ear 
 
 
Example n°5 : Olivier Lieb 
– Epsilon Eridani 
Olivier Lieb – Epsilon Eridani 
Epsilon Eridani EP, Bedrock Records, 2011 
Timing 1’17 – 1’32. Transcribed by ear 
 
Note that, in the five examples above, the S&C descriptions are presented in a static manner. However, listening to music 
is inherently a dynamic process, radically different from looking at a matrix of images all at once. The S&C approach thus 
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assumes that musical properties and their relations are encoded and memorized on-line, possibly giving rise to multiple 
competing hypothesis. Then, once the entire passage is complete, the listener is able to figure out which musical parame-
ters are actually relevant to the S&C or not (and this does not in any way dismiss their relative relevance w.r.t. other musi-
cal aspects).  
S&C as a meta-prototype  
The S&C model is designed and formulated so as to be applicable in a versatile way to multiple musical dimensions and to 
a wide variety of music pieces. As a neutral level of analysis (Nattiez, 1987), the proposed approach does not seek to deci-
pher and uncover the message behind a musical segment. It only aims at providing a standardized description of organiza-
tional patterns in structural segments1.  
The S&C framework approaches the description of structural segments as a model matching problem, where morphologi-
cal elements, structuring properties and syntagmatic functions are jointly estimated so as to optimize the explanation of the 
observed data within the class of S&C models. 
This conception can be related to prototype theory addressed in (Deliège, 2001) and particularly to the notion of “abstract-
ed central tendency”, as defined in (Lamont, 2001) : “the prototype is viewed either as a particular privileged exemplar of 
a given category or as an abstracted central tendency, and similarity is a function of the distance between a given item 
and the prototype, measured in terms of common and distinctive features. 
In the S&C approach, however, the adequacy of the data to the prototype is not expressed as a similarity measure but as an 
empirical cost that rewards the goodness of fit of the observations to the particular S&C model that can be inferred from 
the observations themselves. In this sense, rather than a set of exemplar or average reference patterns, the S&C appears as 
a template at a higher level of abstraction, some sort of meta-prototype used to schematize the musical content and to 
gauge the quantity of information that can thus be explained from the data. 
Encoding S&C information 
Structuring properties in a S&C emerge as a consequence of their relative behavior within the system : identifying them is 
entirely part of the S&C analysis process. This view happens to be particularly productive for pop music, and especially 
urban music and electronic music, for which conventional musical dimensions (and in particular, harmony) may be of lit-
tle help to explain and characterize structure. 
For music, a non-exhaustive list of possible structuring properties is : 
 Melody contour / melodic intervals / support notes of the melody / sign of variations of the melody,… 
 Underlying harmony / chord sequences / root progressions, 
 Rhythmic placement / rhythmic cells and patterns, 
 Pauses / energy distribution and flow, 
 Drum sequences and loops, … 
 Rhymes / phonetic flow / chant, … 
 Instrumental timbres / arrangements and support  / special effect schemes, … 
                                                          
1 In Ruwet’s conception (Ruwet, 1966), this can be viewed as a semiotic analysis process, focusing on the structure of the code and its 
discovery.  
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 Macroscopic properties, such as mode, tonality, tempo1,… 
 Sub-structural properties (such as the size) of motivic elements, 
 etc… 
These properties may not vary independently, and several of them co-vary in a systematic way. 
Typical syntagmatic relationships can be functions which operate on the harmony, melody, percussions, note placement… 
 identity (exact or almost exact repetition), 
 chromatic transposition (constant shift in half-tones on the chromatic scale), 
 diatonic transposition (constant shift in degrees on the current scale),  
 mode or scale change (same degree(s) on a different scale), 
 changes in note duration and placement, 
 beat pattern alteration / inversion / complementation, 
 etc… 
… but they may also apply to the amplitude, time or timbral dimensions such as : 
 amplitude increase / decrease / silencing (i.e. zeroing the amplitude) 
 rhythmic scale change / phase shift 
 fragmentation / augmentation 
 extension / simplification (i.e. insertion / deletion of auxiliary musical material, such as ornaments) 
 adjunction / suppression / change of instrument(s) 
 etc… 
We summarize in Table 1 different archetypes of relations between elements in the system, together with their abstract codi-
fication.  
Type of relation 
Notation 
First element Second element 
Both elements are identical (exact repetition) ܽ ܽ 
Both elements are not considered as significantly different, or their differences 
are not deemed relevant to explain the system ܽ ෤ܽ 
The second element is obtained by shifting the first one along some parametric 
scale (for example, a transposition) ܽ or ܽ଴ ܽଵ, ܽଶ, ܽଷ, … 
The two elements are dual, i.e. they are reciprocal images by some sort of 
symmetry, inversion or complementation (note that ܽ∗∗ ൌ ܽ) ܽ ܽ∗ 
The second element is a strengthened/lengthened (resp. weakened/shortened) 
version of the first one ܽ ܽାሺresp. ܽିሻ 
The two elements start (resp. end) alike but they end (resp. start) differently 
(note that ܽܽᇱforms a S&C at the immediately lower scale ܽ଴ܽଵܽ଴ തܽଵ ) ܽ ܽ
ᇱሺresp. ܽᇱᇱሻ 
The two elements are related by a specific similarity relation or mapping trans-
formation, not covered above. ܽ ݂ሺܽሻ, ݃ሺܽሻ,… 
The two elements as considered as distinct, or no particular relation can be in-
voked to relate them within the system ܽ ܾ, ܿ, … 
Table 1 : Abstract codification of similarities between musical elements 
                                                          
1 Such properties usually vary at a slow pace but they can become “structuring properties”, if they create patterns at the working scale. 
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The contrast is also modeled as a function ߛ, which operates by convention in reference to the combination gof. Function 
ߛ can be subject to considerable variability and the intra-opus repetition of a same carrier system with different contrasts is 
an extremely frequent narrative strategy, within and across many music genres. Occasionally, ߛ ൌ ݅݀, which leads to the 
plain realization of the carrier system (no denial of the expectation on any musical dimension), i.e. a S&C with no con-
trast. 
In many cases, morphological elements are of equal size1, but situations arise where elements are of different sizes (such 
as in Example 2). In fact, the size of the morphological elements can be one of the properties which governs the system 
and/or its contrast. S&C descriptions based on regularity are a priori preferred but variations in element size can be one of 
the properties that creates a pattern. 
Implication-Realization, Cognitive Rule-Mapping and the S&C model 
As it now stands out from the above presentation, the S&C model relies on three major hypotheses : 
(i) congruent similarities between elements in a musical segment create a network of relations which contributes to 
the perception of its structural cohesion, 
(ii) by creating some redundancy, these relations develop a system of projective implications, usually over multiple 
musical dimensions, 
(iii) the realization of the contrast constitutes a more or less strong denial of the built implications, which flags up and 
participates to the closure of the segment, by concluding an expectation process. 
Originally designed for the analysis and cognition of melody structure and melodic complexity (Narmour 1990 ; Narmour 
1992), the Implication-Realization (I-R) model was later extended by its author (Narmour 2000) towards the concept of 
Cognitive Rule-Mapping (CRM). In this section, we show that the S&C model rests on hypotheses compatible with those of 
the I-R model and we formally establish the S&C as a straightforward generalization of the CRM scheme.  
In its initial version, Narmour’s I-R model (Narmour, 1989) is based on two fundamental principles, summarized by the 
two famous formal hypotheses : 
ܣ ൅ ܣ 						௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ		 	ܣ	 
ܣ ൅ ܤ 						௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ		 	ܥ 
In words, these 2 rules state that two similar items trigger the expectation of a repetition of that same item, whereas two 
distinct items prompt the implication of a subsequent change in the next item. Narmour defines closure as the “termina-
tion, blunting, inhibition or weakening of melodic implication brought about by its realization or its denial” (Cross, 1994) 
and relates a number of archetypical melodic processes to different degrees of closure. Note that, in this form, the I-R 
model is a second-order model, in the sense that it defines projective implication as a function of the previous two ele-
ments. 
Narmour (2000) introduces a more general set of concepts under the title “Music expectation by cognitive rule-mapping”. 
                                                          
1 We term the ratio between the size of the segment and the (typical) size of the morphological elements the granularity of the S&C. 
Another term could have been resolution, but it would have been a source of ambiguity given the usual meaning of that word in music. 
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The author develops and illustrates the interactions between (i) rule inference arising from similarities across successive 
musical elements and (ii) how the inferred rules support subsequent implications. This leads to a more sophisticated set of 
implications, invoked and explained by Narmour throughout his article and listed below in Table 2 (using Narmour’s own 
formalism1). 
ܣ଴
ሺ1ݏݐ	݂݋ݎ݉ሻ
൅
					
ݏܣ଴
ሺ2݊݀	݂݋ݎ݉ሻ
௜௠௣௟௜௘௦ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ ܣ଴ሺ2݊݀ ݂݋ݎ݉ሻ 
[Rule #1] (p. 334) 
ܣ଴
ሺ1ݏݐ	݂݋ݎ݉ሻ
൅
					
ܣ଴
ሺ2݊݀	݂݋ݎ݉ሻ
௜௠௣௟௜௘௦ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ ܣ଴ሺ3ݎ݀ ݂݋ݎ݉ሻ [Rule #2] (p. 334) 
	ܣ଴ 		൅ 			ܣଵ 		 			 ௜௠௣௟௜௘௦ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ ܣଶ [Rule #3] (p. 336) 
ܣ଴ ൅ ௡ܶሺݏܣ଴ሻ 						௜௠௣௟௜௘௦ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ ܵ௡ሺܣ଴ሻ ൌ ܣଵ [Rule #4] (p. 337) 
ܣ଴ ൅ ௡ܶሺݏଶܣ଴ሻ 						௜௠௣௟௜௘௦ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ ܵ௡ሺݏଶܣ଴ሻ ൌ ܣଵ [Rule #5] (p. 343) 
Table 2 : Set of implication rules from (Narmour, 2000). 
ݏܣ଴ (and ݏଶܣ଴) denote subsets of form (or properties of) ܣ଴, 
௡ܶ transpositional rules, and ܵ௡ the corresponding sequential output. 
Rule #2 is nothing more than the basic repetition rule of the original I-R model : “ܣ ൅ ܣ → ܣ”.  
Rule #3 is a generalization of rule #2, corresponding to situations when “the listener may cognitively understand, albeit un-
consciously that […] the varied part of a given repetition may invoke an organizing rule” (p. 335). Iteration of the rule is then 
projected onto the next element, and Narmour points out the feedback between the two : “repetition constrains the rule, but 
rule also constrains the repetition (see Jones, 1990)”. However, rule #2 and #3 remain second-order implication rules, in the 
sense that they inform on projective implications based only on the previous 2 elements. 
Rule #1 deals with the implication that arises on a second form, when a “subset” of that second form is identical to its coun-
terpart in the first form. Narmour explains rule #1 in the following terms (p. 334) : “A subset (s) from the second form exactly 
mimics the first ܣ଴ and thus triggers the expectation of an exact repeat (the second form)”.  
Decomposing ܣ଴ into two sub-segments ܣ଴ ൌ ܾܽ, and considering ܽ as a subset of ܣ଴ (i.e. ݏܣ଴ ൌ a), the application of 
rule #1 yields : ܾܽ	 ൅ 	ܽ	 → 	ܾ, or, more conveniently : ܽ ൅ ܾ ൅ ܽ	 → 	ܾ. We thus obtain a third-order implication rule, 
which says that if a first occurrence of ܽ has been followed by ܾ, a second ܽ triggers the expectation of a second ܾ. It is 
worth noting that this implication is not in contradiction with ܽ	 ൅ 	ܾ	 ↛ 	ܽ  being a denial : the third-order relation 
ܽ ൅ ܾ ൅ ܽ	 → 	ܾ simply means that once the sequence ܾܽܽ has actually been observed, the projective implication on the 
next element becomes b.	
Let us now consider rule #4, which is fundamental to our demonstration. The steps involved by Narmour in the formaliza-
tion of this rule are literally (p. 337) : 
                                                          
1 … thus consolidating Narmour’s hope “that the mathematical formulations of the musical rules will be useful to those interested in 
computational modeling” (Narmour, 2000, p. 331). 
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(1) perceive that the initial subset of the second form (ݏܣଵ) is similar and fundamentally analo-
gous to the beginning of the first one (ݏܣ଴) 
(2) abstractly code the variables of ܣ1 so as to access the relevant rule, and 
(3) then apply the rule to project the sequential continuation 
                                                                                                                               (Narmour, 2000) 
Denoting again ܣ଴ ൌ ܾܽ and ܣଵ ൌ 	ܽଵܾଵ, step 1 consists in identifying the similarities between ܽ and ܽଵ, step 2 describes 
the inference of a mapping rule between the 2 elements (say, a function g) and step 3 applies the inferred function to the 
rest of ܣ଴ to project the implication, namely : 
ܽ	 ൅ 	ܾ	 ൅ 	݃ሺܽሻ 	→ 	݃ሺܾሻ 
This rule (which is also a third-order rule) tells us that the implied (4th) element is to the third one as the second one is to 
the first one. Assuming now another mapping rule ܾ ൌ ݂ሺܽሻ, we get a general implication scheme, which exactly corre-
sponds to the S&C model in its plain square form :	
ܽ	 ൅ ݂ሺܽሻ ൅ ݃ሺܽሻ ௜௠௣௟௜௘௦ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ ݃ሺ݂ሺܽሻሻ
Ultimately, rule #5 is introduced by Narmour to account for “bifurcated streams”, which occur when a “sequence involves 
rule iteration applied to segments alternating with mappings of registral return”, i.e. ܾܽ଴ܾܽଵܾܽଶ… (denoted as  ܣ଴ܣଵܣଶ at 
the immediately upper scale). The subset of properties ݏଶ  subjected to implications are the successive pitch intervals 
ሾܾ଴ െ ܽሿ, ሾܾଵ െ ܽሿ, ሾܾଶ െ ܽሿ	and rule #5 can be viewed as the application of iterative rule #3 (ܣ଴ ൅ ܣଵ 				→ ܣଶ) specifically to 
these structuring properties1,2. 
Let us consider Example 6, drawn from Narmour’s article, and commented by the author as follows : “in measure 3, 
Franck sequences the opening skip of the fourth (F-Bb) to a skip of a sixth (F-Db), but then with the return of the F-Bb he 
denies that expectation (that the leap will expand triadically to an octave)”. 
Narmour focuses his analysis of this passage on a denial relation which can be written as : 	ܣ଴ ൅ ܣଵ ↛ 	ܣ଴ᇱ, where ܣ଴ᇱ 
represents segment "ܣ଴ …ܤ" and the parametric superscript, the interval of the “skip”. Narmour’s analysis stops here. 
However, while ܤ surely creates some partial denial (say, at a 1-bar scale), the implication process does not halt there : a 
second, stronger denial clearly arises from ܥ over its entire duration (~ 2 bars)3 : ܣ଴ ൅ ܣଵ ൅ ܣ଴ᇱ ↛ 	ܥ (third-order implica-
tion, denied). Moreover, notation ܣ଴ …ܤ suggests that the third segment relates more directly to ܣ଴ rather than to ܣଵ, in 
line with an implicit matricial organization of the musical content. 
 
                                                          
1 Strictly speaking, rule #5, as we understand it, should write 		ܣ଴ ൅ ሾ ௡ܶሺݏଶܣ଴ሻ ൌ ܣଵሿ → ܵ௡ሺݏଶܣଵሻ ൌ ܣଶ, to make it clear that the implica-
tion concerns a third form, ܣଶ. 
2 As a support to the proposed rule, Narmour provides examples consisting in alternating patterns of intervallic increments and identifies 
the main implication process as built on the successive transpositions on the second part of the form (ݏଶܣ଴). This situation can also be 
accounted for by an extension of the S&C model to a system of 3x2 elements : ሾܽ ൅ ܾሿ ൅ ሾ݂ሺܽሻ ൅ ݃ሺܾሻሿ 	→ 	 ሾ݂ଶሺܽሻ ൅ ݃ଶሺܾሻሿ (see fur-
ther, section on hexadic systems). 
3 In particular, the melody contrastively returns to F with an ascending movement. 
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Example n°6 César Franck – Symphony in D Minor, II. 17-24 
Reproduced from Narmour (2000), p. 353 
 
 
Together with the principles of Cognitive Rule-Mapping, Narmour (2000) points towards its extension to a variety of mu-
sical dimensions and mapping functions : “Other parameters appear amenable to cognitive rule-mapping as well” (p. 
331).  He thoroughly illustrates this by examples (pp. 365-372), where tempo, pace, texture, harmony, dynamics are iden-
tifiable as “other parametrical style shapes [to which] iterative but largely unconscious rule-mapping can cognitively ap-
ply” (p. 366). He shows how these musical dimensions can form patterns such as “systematic increase in pace” (p. 368), 
“dissonance : increase … decrease … increase … decrease” (p. 369), or “harmonic syntax contrasted with rule-mapped 
dissonance” (p. 372). Here again, similarity detection and rule-mapping on musical elements are invoked and combined to 
build projective implications. Although Narmour provides examples from art music, these principles appear to be particu-
larly wide-spread in pop music. 
All of above developments firmly root the S&C model in the direct lineage of Narmour’s I-R model and CRM principles. 
Narmour’s work establishes clearly the role played by projective implications and their denial, in the organization of mu-
sical matter. We evidence here that the S&C model extends explicitly the rules of the I-R model to higher order dependen-
cies and formally generalizes its principles to multiple musical dimensions and various classes of mapping functions, in 
line with the CRM principles. 
The S&C model also enables the formalization of the cognitive rule-mapping process in a matrix framework thus provid-
ing a multi-dimensional view of the relational processes that develop within a musical segment. This permits to natively 
account for alternating similarities across properties and elements which are not necessarily contiguous. 
Hence, the S&C model can be viewed as a framework which translates, extends and encapsulates the I-R model and the 
CRM scheme into a formal and rather generic data structure. 
S&C Morpho-Syntagmatic1 Patterns 
In the S&C model, the range of musical dimensions and syntagmatic functions which can be invoked to describe the sys-
tem and its contrast is potentially very large, and their relative prevalence and dependencies are surely complex to model. 
However, the picture gets simpler when focusing on functions f, g (and ߛ) limited to a binary set {id, new}, indicating re-
                                                          
1 The term morpho-syntagmatic is chosen in analogy with structural linguistics (Chomsky, 1957), where it refers to a purely grammati-
cal approach of the message based on the form and relations of its constitutive elements, outside of any functional (or semantic) consid-
erations. 
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spectively whether an element in the system is judged similar/analogous or distinct/unrelated to the primer ܽ (and, for the 
contrast, whether it is similar or distinct to its non-contrastive implied form). This temporarily restricts the analysis of 
S&Cs to the most salient structuring dimensions, but this turns out to be effective in many situations, in particular for pop 
music. 
Square systems 
Based on the third-order implication model, the list of 2 ൈ 2 patterns in Table 3 can be readily derived : 
Plain Contrastive 
ܽܽܽܽ ܽܽܽܿ 
ܾܾܽܽ ܾܽܽܿ ܾܽܽܽ 
ܾܾܽܽ ܾܽܽܿ ܾܽܽܽ 
Table 3 : Primary repetition-based patterns encompassed by the S&C model 
These patterns correspond to common configurations in music, at different timescales ranging between a few seconds 
(sometimes even less) up to 25-30 seconds (or occasionally more). They can be considered as unambiguous S&C patterns 
as it is unequivocally possible to determine their underlying carrier system (column “Plain”). They can easily be combined 
with transformations from Table 1, to refine their description  :	ሾܽ ෤ܾܽܿሿ, ሾܾܽܽᇱܿሿ, ሾܽ଴ܽଵܾܿሿ, ሾܾܾܽܽ∗ሿ, ሾܽܽܽାܽିሿ, etc… Note 
that patterns ሾܾܽܽܽሿ and ሾܾܽܽܽሿ are particular cases of contrastive forms, where the last	ܽ is denying an expected ܾ (in the 
plain form). 
The “strength” of a S&C results from the synchronous (or congruent) realization of several such primary patterns over dis-
tinct musical dimensions (while some other musical dimensions may not follow any pattern1). 
Six other patterns can be obtained as the combination of 2 or 3 distinct elements (see Table 4). They may also be described 
as S&Cs, but they are potentially ambiguous : it is not always possible to tell whether they are plain or contrastive. For in-
stance, ሾܾܾܽܿሿ can be judged as non-contrastive only if the function assumed to relate b to a also relates c to b in the same 
way. This may not always be easy to arbitrate and these patterns are considered as weaker in the context of the S&C mod-
el, because they tend to support a less well-defined structural organization.  
Contrastive Ambiguous 
ܾܾܾܽ ܾܾܽܿ, ܾܾܽܽ 
ܾܾܽܿ, ܾܽܿܿ ܾܽܿܽ 
Table 4 : Secondary repetition-based patterns encompassed by the S&C model 
In the forthcoming subsections, we briefly develop how the S&C model can be extended to other configurations, beyond 
the prototypical 2 ൈ 2 phrasal structure. 
Dyads and triadic systems 
Dyads (i.e. sequences of 2 elements) appear as repetitions ܽܽ, semi-repetitions ܽܽ’ or oppositions ܾܽ. They may be con-
sidered as a 1-dimensional “system” at that scale (underlain by a first-order projection rule ܽ → ܽ), but they can generally 
                                                          
1 For instance, in a structural segment, the chords may go ሾܾܽܽܿሿ, the drums ሾܾܽܽܽሿ and the lyrics ሾܾܾܽܽሿ, while the melody goes 
ሾܾܽܿ݀ሿ. 
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be described as a two-dimensional (square) S&C at the immediately lower scale. Conversely, the repetition of a dyadic 
system	ሾܾܾܽܽሿ forms a non-contrastive square system at the immediately upper scale. 
Triadic systems (i.e. systems of 3 elements) are central to Narmour’s I-R theory (ܽ ൅ ܽ → ܽ) and they can be viewed as 
the simplest form of systems. Based on the repetition of a single mapping function f, they yield an iterative carrier 
form :		ܽ ൅ 	݂ሺܽሻ → 	݂ଶሺܽ). When ݂ is binary, the typical triadic carrier system writes as ሾܽܽܽሿ in front of which ሾܾܽܽሿ 
appears as a contrastive form (when ܾ ് ܽ). However, triadic patterns such as ሾܾܽܽሿ and ሾܾܾܽሿ are also contrastive, as in 
both cases the last element acts as a denial. 
Some triadic segments can also be analyzed as particular cases of square systems, where one element is missing. Out of 
context, it may be difficult to decide whether a sequence of 3 elements is a “true” triadic system or a truncated square sys-
tem. However, the latter hypothesis can be privileged when there exists, somewhere else in the piece, the realization of the 
whole square system, to which the truncated system directly relates. 
Pentadic sequences 
Although not as frequent as square systems, pentadic configurations (i.e. structural segments formed of 5 morphological 
elements) are rather common in music. Interestingly, apart for the trivial sequence ሾܽܽܽܽܽሿ, any other sequence of 5 ele-
ments containing a repetition is necessarily contrastive in the S&C sense : as 5 is a prime number, there is no matricial 
structure that can support a system of implications on the 5th element1. Therefore, if we consider the projective implication 
triggered by the first 4 elements in a pentadic sequence, we get : 
 either ܽ		 ൅ 		݂ሺܽሻ ൅	݂ଶሺܽሻ ൅			݂ଷሺܽሻ						 				௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ				݂ସሺܽሻ 
 or ܽ		 ൅ 	݂ሺܽሻ 	൅ 		݃ሺܽሻ 	൅ 	݃൫݂ሺܽሻ൯			 				௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ 					݈݊݅  (if ݃ ് ݂ଶ)  
As a consequence, extensions of plain (square) primary patterns such as ሾܽܽܽܽܿሿ, ሾܾܾܽܽܿሿ and ሾܾܾܽܽܿሿ (with	ܿ ് ܽ, ܾ) all 
form contrastive sequences. Moreover, the redundancy existing within the first 4 elements opens up to the possibility for 
another contrast (denoted ݔ) to develop in 4th position, without compromising the detection of the carrier system. This 
leads to additional types of contrastive sequences : ሾܽܽܽݔܿሿ, ሾܾܽܽݔܿሿ and ሾܾܽܽݔܿሿ. 
Considering now the possibility that ݔ ൌ ܽ, ܾ, ܿ, we obtain 12 prototypes of pentadic configurations, plus 12 more, if we 
enable ܿ ൌ ܽ, ܾ (see Table 5). 
 
Extensions of ࢇࢇࢇ Extensions of ࢇࢇ࢈ Extensions of ࢇ࢈ࢇ 
ܽܽܽܽܽ െെെ െെെ 
ܽܽܽܽܿ ܾܾܽܽܿ ሺܾܾܽܽܽ, ܾܾܾܽܽ) ܾܾܽܽܿ					ሺܾܾܽܽܽ, ܾܾܾܽܽሻ 
ܽܽܽݔܿ ܾܽܽݔܿ ሺܾܽܽݔܽ, ܾܽܽݔܾሻ ܾܽܽܽܿ ሺܾܽܽܽܽ, ܾܾܽܽܽሻ 
ܾܽܽݔܿ					ሺܾܽܽݔܽ, ܾܽܽݔܾሻ 
ܾܽܽܽܿ					ሺܾܽܽܽܽ, ܾܾܽܽܽሻ 
ܽܽܽܿܿ ܾܽܽܿܿ ܾܽܽܿܿ 
Table 5 : Prototypic pentadic configurations 
                                                          
1 Unless the expectation of a 6th element is also assumed (see hexadic systems). 
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A noteworthy point : pentadic configurations from Table 5 can also be viewed (and reparsed) as square sub-system(s), or 
stem(s), augmented by the insertion of an additional element (an affix). For instance, ሾܾܾܽܽܿሿ can be envisioned as an in-
fixed ܾ in an ሾܾܽܽܿሿ square stem, while ሾܾܽܽܿܿሿ appears as ሾܾܽܽܿሿ with a suffixed ܿ (a common way to reinforce the clo-
sure). Along the same lines, ሾܾܽܽܽܿሿ can be approached as a “prefixed” version of ሾܾܽܽܿሿ. 
As illustrated on Figure 8, these situations can be modeled by the introduction of a third syntagmatic function ݄ which 
connects the affix to its most closely related neighbor. 
 
 
Figure 8 : Synthetic view of several possible pentadic configurations (unfolded forms) 
based on a square S&C stem ݔ଴଴	ݔ଴ଵ	ݔଵ଴	̅ݔଵଵ 
 
 
Example n°7  Freddie Mercury – Living on my ownLiving on my Own, Parlophone, 1993. Timing : 1’22 – 1’41 
“The Freddy Mercury album”, International Music Publications Ltd, 1993 
 
 
prefix infix suffix 
 
contrast 
S&C stem 
 
carrier sequence 
ࢍ
ࢌ 
ࢽ
ࢎ
࢞ഥ૚૚૚  
ࢎ 
࢞૙૙ ࢞૙૙૙  ࢞૚૙ ࢞ഥ૚૚࢞૙૚
ࢎࢎ
࢞૚૚
࢞૚૙૚
࢟
࢞ഥ૚૚૙
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Example 7 : this musical segment is excerpted from a song by Freddie Mercury originally released in 1985 in the album 
“Mr Bad Guy” and remixed in 1993 as a dance version, under which it became famous. This example illustrates a pentadic 
system, denoted here as X଴଴	X଴ଵ	Xଵ଴	Y	Xഥଵଵ, i.e. as a sequence that can be viewed as a square S&C with an extraneous infix. 
After the exposition of the primer X଴଴,	function f formulates the introduction of a new element X଴ଵ. Function g relates the 
primer to a third element Xଵ଴	which starts-(a)like, thus inducing a period-like pattern. The first bars in both elements are 
indeed identical, whereas the second bars can be deduced from each other by a chromatic transposition, creating a tonality 
shift acting as a transition towards the following element (and, incidentally, a distant sub-S&C at the one-bar scale…). 
The fourth element (labeled as Y) could be the contrast of the system, with repetitions, syncopated patterns and a steady 
tonality of E minor, none of these properties being observed in the previous elements. However, the fifth element, Xഥଵଵ 
concludes the system by returning to non-syncopated rhythmic patterns, in a tonality which is in line with that of Xଵ଴.	It 
stands as a valid contrast in a square stem X଴଴	X଴ଵ	Xଵ଴	Xഥଵଵ, from which Y would be removed. 
According to this description, the inner structure of the segment can thus be written as ܾܽܽ′ݔܿ, with ܿ representing the fi-
nal contrast and ݔ an additional extraneous element weakly related to 	Xଵ଴ and Xഥଵଵ1. Note however that an alternative de-
scription could consider that bars 7-10 form the contrast of the segment, namely a double-size segment with harmonic de-
celeration (these properties constituting a factor of contrast)2.  
Example n°8– La 
Marseillaise 
Claude-Joseph Rouget de Lisle – La Marseillaise (National French Anthem) 
Adapted from l’« Hymne des Marseillais », 1792. Bars 1-10. Transcribed by ear 
The passage of example 8 is another example of pentadic system, written here as X଴଴	X଴ଵ	Xଵ଴	Xଵ଴
ଵ
Xഥଵଵ଴ 	X
ഥଵଵ. 
 
                                                          
1 It is worthwhile noting that the infix Y is actually re-used, in a different context, at the end of another song of the same album (“I was 
born to love you”, ~ 4’30”), which further supports the hypothesis of an exogenous (or at least detachable) 4th element. 
2 It may happen that several stems are conceivable, or several interpretations of the infix are possible (see also example 10). Rather than 
a flaw, this should be considered as a feature that reinforces the consistency of the sequence as a pentadic system, as several descrip-
tions are able to account for the observed construction and therefore concur to the system cohesion. 
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The 4th element can be viewed as forming (i) partly a sub-system with the 3rd element Xଵ଴	and (ii) partly a sub-system with 
the 5th element Xഥଵଵ, depending on which musical dimensions are considered. The following patterns can be observed : 
rhymes ܾܾܾܽܽ
harmony ܾܽܿܿ∗ܿ
melodic contour ܾܽ ෤ܽ଴ ෤ܽଵܿ 
rhythm of the melodic lead ܽܽ’ܾܾ′ܿ
The 5 elements form a S&C, where the 4th element relates equivocally to both its neighbors. However, the sequence 
X଴଴	X଴ଵ	Xଵ଴	Xഥଵଵ forms a valid square stem. Here again, the segment can be considered as a pentadic system but an alterna-
tive would be to consider that the last 4 bars form the contrast, on the basis of an oversized last element. 
Generally, pentadic systems tend to require a more in-depth analysis of musical material than square systems, so as to deal 
with their unevenness within the S&C framework. Identifying which of the 5 elements plays the role of the affix may lead 
to several concurrent hypotheses between which it is not always possible to arbitrate (unless a shortened version of the 
same system is observed somewhere else in the piece). However, arbitration may not be needed : the very existence of 
multiple hypotheses is per se a strong evidence of the 5 elements being part of a same segment. 
Hexadic systems 
Hexadic systems result from projective implications across sequences of 6 elements, and can be approached as rectangu-
lar (rather than square) S&Cs. Two main categories can be distinguished (tall and wide), depending on the span and the 
interactions of the syntagmatic relations : 
ሾܽ ൅ ݂ሺܽሻሿ 		൅ 		 ൣ݃ଵሺܽሻ ൅ ଵ݃൫݂ሺܽሻ൯൧ 			൅ 		݃ଶሺܽሻ			 				௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ					݃ଶ൫݂ሺܽሻ൯ (Tall hexadic) 
ሾܽ ൅ ଵ݂ሺܽሻ ൅	 ଶ݂ሺܽሻሿ 				൅ 				݃ሺܽሻ					 				௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ 				݃൫ ଵ݂ሺܽሻ൯ ൅ ݃൫ ଶ݂ሺܽሻ൯  (Wide hexadic) 
Table 6 inventories typical hexadic patterns, based on three carrier elements (a, b, c) and on 1 or 2 contrasts (noted as hori-
zontal bars). Note that some hexadic sequences are better explained as square S&Cs with a nested subsystem (3rd line in the 
table) and tall hexadic S&Cs with double contrasts can be ambiguous with a square S&C followed by an independent dyad 
(4th line)1. 
Configuration Plain forms Contrastive forms 
Tall hexadic S&C 
ܾܾܽܽܿܿ
ܾܾܽܽܽܽ 
ܾܾܾܽܽܽ 
ܾܾܽܽܿܿ̅	
ܾܽܽܽܽതܾ 
ܾܾܽܽܽതܾ, ܾܾܽܽ തܾܽ, ܾܾܾܽܽܽതതത 
Wide hexadic S&C  
ܾܾܽܿܽܿ 
ܾܾܽܽܽܽ 
ܾܾܾܽܽܽ 
ܾܾܽܿܽܿ̅, ܾܽܿܽ തܾܿ, ܾܾܽܿܽܿതതത 
ܾܽܽܽܽതܾ, ܾܽܽܽ തܾܽ, ܾܾܽܽܽܽതതത 
ܾܾܽܽܽതܾ, ܾܽܽܽതܾܾ, ܾܾܾܽܽܽതതത 
Square S&C with nested dyad ܾܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܾܾܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܾܽ 
ܾܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܾ ܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܾܾ 
ܾܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻതܾ ܾܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܽ തܾ 
ܾܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻതܾܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܾ തܾ 
Plain S&C followed by dyad ሺܽܽܽܽሻሺݕݖሻ ሺܾܾܽܽሻሺݕݖሻ 		ሺܾܾܽܽሻሺݕݖሻ  
Table 6 : Typical patterns of hexadic sequences 
                                                          
1 Iterative hexadic systems also exist, based on sequential iterations of 2 syntagmatic functions, but they boil down to triadic systems at 
the immediately upper scale. For instance : 
ሾܽ ൅ ݂ሺܽሻሿ 		൅ 		 ൣ݃ሺܽሻ ൅ ݃൫݂ሺܽሻ൯൧				 				௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ				ൣ݃ଶሺܽሻ ൅	݃ଶ൫݂ሺܽሻ൯൧   
ሾܽ ൅ ݂ሺܽሻሿ 		൅ 		 ൣ݃ሺܽሻ ൅ ݃൫݂ଶሺܽሻ൯൧					 				௜௠௣௟௜௘௦						ሱۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ۛۛ ሮ					ൣ݃ଶሺܽሻ ൅ ݃ଶ൫݂ଷሺܽሻ൯൧     
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In Example 9, the first 6 bars of the first movement of the “Autumn” concerto by Vivaldi is an example of an (almost) 
plain “wide” hexadic system ൣܾܽܽܽܽതܾ൧, where function g combines a change of dynamics and the transposition of three of 
the four voices to the lower octave. Here, the contrast ߛ is almost “identity”, except for the final part of the accompani-
ment of Xଵଶ, where, on the score, function ݃ stops applying to one of the voices.  
Example n°9  Antonio Vivaldi – Concerto n°3 in F Major (“Autumn”)Op. 8, Ryom Verzeichnis 293, 1st mvt, 1723. Bars 1-6 
Reduction from a transcription by H. Sawano (http://sound.jp/kazane) 
 
 
Example 10 is a transcription of the first verse of a song by the Norwegian pop group A-Ha, which illustrates a “tall” hex-
adic segment essentially based on a harmonic system behaving as ൣܾܾܽܽܽതܾ൧ and a melodic line sounding like ൣܾܽ ෤ܾܽ′ܽ′ തܾ൧. 
This segment can also be viewed as a triadic system ሾܽܽܽ′ሿ	on the harmonic dimension, at the immediately upper scale. 
Example n°10  A-Ha – Take on me Composers : M. Furuholmen, M. Harket, P. Waaktaar-Savoy 
Label : Warner Bros. Records (1985). Verse 1. Transcribed by ear 
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Larger systems 
In line with the same logic, heptadic (7-element) segments can generally be approached as various affixed versions of 
square or hexadic systems, where the insertion of musical material tends to suspend the implication process. We leave it to 
the reader to envision constructions such as : ሾܾܾܽܿܽݔܿ̅ሿ, ൣܾܾܽܽܽݔ തܾ൧, ൣܾܽܽሺݔ଴ݔଵሻܾܾതതത൧,	etc…  
Similarly, some 8-element segments can be described as complex irregular forms deriving from smaller carrier systems. 
But some may also result from cubic systems (2 ൈ 2 ൈ 2ሻ, i.e. systems based on properties evolving along three distinct 
musical dimensions and/or variation cycles (Deruty, Bimbot & Van Wymeersch, 2013). In general, however, cubic sys-
tems can be approximated as two successive square systems, by neglecting the syntagmatic function with the longest span. 
Alternatively, they can be approached as a single square system at the immediately upper time-scale, by grouping neigh-
boring elements two by two. 
Nonadic systems (3 ൈ 3ሻ are perfectly conceivable, but they turn out to be quite rare in pop music. 
Tiling  
Occasionally, 2 successive systems overlap, thus creating a situation where the contrast of a given S&C and the primer of 
the next S&C are either superposed (played/heard at the same time) or merged into a single element, thus functionally act-
ing both as a contrast and a primer. This configuration corresponds to “grouping overlaps and elisions” as defined by Ler-
dahl and Jackendoff (1983). 
S&Cs at different timescales 
S&Cs detectable around a given timescale usually exhibit nested sub-systems at lower timescales, and they may them-
selves be embedded in larger super-systems. When working at a given timescale, subsystems are useful to comfort the 
consistency of a segmentation hypothesis (for example, the succession of two “sentences” starting by the same presenta-
tion, but two distinct continuations, constitutes a “period” at the immediately upper scale).  
In Example 11, this transcribed segment from a recent American pop song exhibits a typical period-like form ሾܾܽܽܿሿ at 
the chosen timescale and granularity (4 × 2 bars). Function ݃ can be considered as “identity”. Function ݂ is a relatively 
straightforward transformation on the first half of the primer, but a more complex one of its second half (ܾ ൎ ܽଵᇱ ). 
In fact, the sequence X଴଴	X଴ଵ can itself be viewed as a smaller S&C at the immediately lower timescale and granularity (4 
× 1 bar), where tracks 1, 3 and 4 form a contrastive system (while tracks 2 and 5 form a plain system). At an even lower 
time-scale (4 × 1/2 bar), track 1 of segment X଴଴ exhibits a sentence-like pattern, while tracks 2, 3 and 5 show a period-like 
organization and track 4, a progression. 
This example illustrates how the S&C model is able to account for the inner organization of musical segments at several 
time-scales simultaneously : the density of such multi-scale relationships within a musical segment (and especially those 
which involve the primer) can be considered as an indication of its structural consistency (Deruty, Bimbot & Van 
Wymeersch, 2013). 
Altogether, a consistent structural segment in the framework of the S&C model fits well with the general definition given 
by Spencer & Temko (1988, p. 31) : "a major structural unit perceived as the result of the coincidence of relatively large 
numbers of structural phenomena".  
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Example n°11 Britney Spears – Heaven on Earth Composers : Mc Groarty, Huntington, Morier 
Blackout, Jive, 2007. Timing : 1’23 – 1’39. Transcribed by ear 
 
Scope and Limits of the S&C Model 
The S&C model is particularly suited to musical styles where the normative phrase structure involves the presentation of 2 
bars units in an 8-bar framework. The square S&C scheme works very well for pop music (all the more since this fits 
standard musical verse schemas), as well as for some dance-based genres, as one may come across for instance in Baroque 
suites. 
There is also a direct connection between the prototypic “square” form of the S&C model and the concept of carrure orig-
inally pointed out by Fetis (1830, pp. 60-62), and extensively used by Mozart and many other composers after him. Ac-
cording to (Brennet, 1926) the carrure (literally meaning the “build” of a person, in French) is defined as the symmetry 
established between portions of the musical phrase, so as to divide it into fragments of equal length. The term “square” is 
specifically used for melodic forms whose periods proceed by 4 or multiples of 4. 
In this section, we explore, on two examples from the classical genre, how the use of the S&C model may inform conven-
tional music analysis and we discuss the S&C model as an interesting way to apprehend musical segments as computa-
tional objects. 
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Formal types 
When considering the structure of musical segments, Schönberg (1967, pp. 21-30), and after him Caplin (1998), define two 
types of inner organizations, referred to (by Caplin, pp. 9-12) as formal types : the period and the sentence. Both types are 
normatively 8-bar segments, even though they may last for 16 or even 32 bars. They begin with what Schönberg calls a "two-
measure phrase" (Caplin, a "two-measure idea”, or a "basic idea"), which occupies the first quarter of the segment (typically 
what we consider as the primer). 
In sentences, the basic idea is repeated immediately, forming what Caplin calls the presentation. The second part of the sen-
tence, the continuation, can either be the result of transformations (or formal processes)1 of the presentation, or the introduc-
tion of new ideas. As a general form, the sentence may be written as ሾܾܽܽܿሿ, with both ܾ and ܿ being unspecified. 
The period differs from the sentence in the postponement of the repetition. This is done using the introduction of what 
Caplin calls a “contrasting idea2” between the two occurrences of the basic idea, which normatively lasts a quarter of a pe-
riod. The first half of the period is called the antecedent, and the second half the consequent. A period may therefore be 
written as ሾܾܽܽܿሿ, with ܿ being unspecified. 
According to Caplin (1998, pp. 9-10), Example 12 “presents perhaps the most archetypical manifestation of the sentence 
form in the entire classical repertory”. The “basic idea” takes place in measures 1-2 and is repeated as a dominant ver-
sion in measures 3-4. The extract proceeds with the “continuation”. Here, measures 5-6 show elements derived from the 
basic idea by means of “fragmentation and harmonic acceleration”, and finally, measures 7-8 present the “cadential 
idea”, which effects closure for the entire segment, using conventional harmonic and melodic formulas. 
 
Example n°12 : Ludwig van Beethoven – Pi-
ano Sonata in F Minor 
Ludwig van Beethoven – Piano Sonata in F Minor 
Op. 2, 1st mvt, 1795. Bars 1-8 
Adapted from (Caplin, 1998), p. 10 
 
                                                          
1 This concept resonates well with the concept of syntagmatic relation introduced in this article. 
2 In the present article, the “contrasting idea” of (Caplin, 1998) corresponds to our concept of opposition (i.e. something “different”) but 
does not identify with that of contrast (something that departs from a logical system). 
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In the framework of the System & Contrast model, it can be observed that : 
 The note duration values follow an ሾܾܽܽܿሿ pattern over the passage. 
 The intensity level, as indicated on the score, also matches a clear ሾܾܽܽܿሿ pattern. 
 Even though the melodic lines of  X଴଴ and X଴ଵ are not exactly alike, they relate to each other as a diatonic (or tonal) 
transposition, the melody of the whole segment forming an ሾܽ଴ܽଵܾܿሿ pattern. 
 The chord sequence tends to follow an ሾܾܽܽ’ܿሿ pattern1 and its rate of variation follows an ሾܾܽܽܿሿ pattern over the 
passage, with the harmonic acceleration contributing to the closural effect. 
In summary, several musical dimensions in this passage follow a well-identifiable S&C pattern, in line with the predomi-
nant impression towards a sentence form. The relationships between measures 5 and 6 in Xଵ଴ and measures 2 in X଴଴ and 4 
in X଴ଵ (fragmentation) are somehow overlooked by the above description, even though they undoubtedly contribute to the 
cohesion (and to the closure) of the segment, at a lower granularity (ܽ଴ ൅ ෤ܽଵ ൅ ቂ௔బଶ ൅
௔෤భ
ଶ ቃ ↛ ܿ)2.  
Let us consider now Example 13, also chosen by Caplin (1998, p. 12) as an archetype of the period form. The first ele-
ment is the basic idea. The second element is the presentation of new material and ends, here, with a weak cadential for-
mula. The third element is a re-exposition of the basic idea. The fourth element is an opposition to the basic idea X଴଴ (but 
also to the “contrasting idea” X଴ଵ), and it ends with a strong cadential formula.  
Example n°13 : Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – 
Eine kleine Nachtmusik 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – Eine kleine Nachtmusik
Köchel 525, 2nd mvt, 1787. Bars 1-8 
Adapted from (Caplin, 1998), p. 12 
 
 
In this example, all the major musical dimensions form primarily an ሾܾܽܽܿሿ pattern, except for minor modifications be-
tween  X଴଴ and Xଵ଴. The rhythmic pattern of  ܽ, ܾ and ܿ are all different. But, whereas X଴଴ and X଴ଵ are somehow off-beat 
in their first bar, they re-synchronize on an identical rhythmic pattern in their second bar. This is not the case for the con-
trast Xഥଵଵ, whose melodic rhythm is in total disparity with all the other elements in the segment. Note also the existence of 
some parallelism between the harmonic placements in X଴ଵ and Xഥଵଵ (harmonic rhythm), which reinforces the contrastive 
                                                          
1 The ܽ’ element is also some kind of ܾ", where ܾ" would mean « ends-like » ܾ. 
2 Note also, as one of our reviewers pointed out, that measures 5-8 can be seen as a nested S&C (at the one-bar level) with measure 7 
appearing as a diatonically transposed expansion of measure 5. This is also supported by the dynamics of the 4 measures forming a sen-
tence-like pattern : [sf sf ff p]. 
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effect of their inversion at their termination (resp. I-V versus V-I), all the more since there is no such inversion between 
X଴଴ and Xଵ଴.  
Projective implications versus cultural conventions 
In direct lineage with Narmour’s I-R model and Cognitive Rule Mapping scheme, the S&C model relies essentially on the 
analysis of internal relationships, patterns and projective implications within music segments, i.e. an intra-opus point of 
view. The question may arise on how this view articulates (and possibly conflicts) with analyses based on inter-opus sty-
listic similarities, i.e. the recognition of “style structures” based on learnt conventions, and in particular, solidified closed 
forms such as phrases and cadence types. 
Narmour (2000) raises this point (p. 332) and stresses that “even though […] stylistic repetition and iterative rule appear 
so interconnected as to be difficult to tease apart, style does not circumscribe rule – and vice versa”.  Similar considera-
tions are also found in the field of Engineering Sciences, in the articulation between Shannon information (Shannon, 1948) 
and Kolmogorov complexity (Kolmogorov, 1963), which lead to the definition of two types of information, themselves 
related to two data encoding strategies (see for instance, Grünwald, 2010). 
“In the Shannon approach, the method of encoding objects is based on the presupposition that the objects to be encoded 
are outcomes of a known random source”(Grünwald, 2010). Shannon information relates to uncertainty, by estimating the 
probability of an object as its statistical prevalence within a general population of possible events stemming from a proba-
bility distribution. In short, Shannon information measures how many bits are necessary to single out the observed object 
from a predefined general population. 
“In the Kolmogorov complexity approach, […] the encoding of an object [i.e. its compressed version] is a short computer 
program that generates it” (Grünwald, 2010). In that context, Kolmogorov information theory estimates the probability of 
the object as a function of its internal redundancy, via the number of bits required to specify a compression program that 
generates the observed object. 
Quoting Grünwald (2010) again : “Shannon ignores the object itself but considers only the characteristics of the random 
source of which the object is one of the possible outcomes, while Kolmogorov considers only the object itself to determine 
[its] compressed version irrespective of the manner in which the object arose”. In short, Shannon’s approach to infor-
mation is essentially statistical (and knowledge-based) while Kolmogorov complexity is computational (and observation-
driven), resulting in a duality between the two concepts1. 
This duality is reflected in the roles played by cultural conventions and projective implications in the perception of music : 
“difficult to tease apart” but “not circumscribing each other”, as Narmour says.  In music genres for which conventions 
are well-defined, strong and stable, reliable underlying probability distributions are conceivable as a good support to 
Shannon-based paradigms, i.e. qualifying musical material on the basis of inter-opus analogies. However, when dealing 
with less formal, more intuitive, versatile and rapidly evolving types of music (as is arguably the case for nowadays pop 
music), the reliability or even the existence of such probability distributions is questionable. In this case, the Kolmogorov-
based approach may appear as a valuable alternative and/or a complementary strategy to describe and characterize some 
structural aspects of music on the basis of intra-opus properties, without requiring an explicit formulation of stylistic and 
idiomatic specificities of each and every music genre. 
                                                          
1 Even though some theoretical equivalences have recently been established, but under specific assumptions (Li & Vitanyi, 2008) 
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In any case, music is not a “uniquely decodable code” : multiple yet undecidable hypotheses and explanations may coex-
ist, even within each viewpoint, as an entire part of the artistic dimension of music. 
Limitations of the S&C model 
In its current form, the S&C model covers particularly well a wide variety of forms in modern popular western music 
styles and it can handle a number of forms observable in music from the late baroque, classical, romantic eras, thus 
providing a quite generic framework to a broad range of situations.  
However, the S&C fails to account for more sophisticated art music structures found in some classical pieces, as well as in 
modern, 20th century, or contemporary music, whose constructions can depart radically from intuitive similarities1. More-
over, the S&C model does not cover all aspects of form, in the many dimensions along which it can be approached, in par-
ticular, structural “functions”, in the sense of Spencer & Temko (1988).  
Here, we illustrate an example of the limits of the S&C with the passage from Wagner’s Parsifal (Example 14) : these 16 
bars cannot be reasonably described (at any conceivable mid-level time-scale) with the System & Contrast model. It is in-
deed striking how, in this musical flow, it is virtually impossible to identify elements that would relate to each other on 
any musical dimension to form clear patterns. If this example were to be viewed as an instance of “infinite” or “unending” 
melody, it appears as music based on permanent novelty and seems to have been designed to exhibit very little redundancy 
on the morpho-syntagmatic level.  
Conversely, for “patterned” music (especially pop music), the potential of the S&C model lies in its polymorphism, i.e. its 
capacity to encompass under a single formalism all the musical dimensions that create patterns, independently of their role 
or value in the musical discourse. However, this versatility requires an additional step in the discovery process : that of 
identifying the relevant musical dimensions and codifying their relationships within a potentially very large set of musical 
parameters and factors, which, in some situations, may turn out to be operationally complex.  
At this point, the scope of the S&C model is strictly that of a descriptive data model, accounting for specific organization-
al aspects induced by similarity in music. It can feed and fuel compositional, perceptual or functional analyses of a musi-
cal passage but it certainly does not replace them. 
 
                                                          
1 This remark is not a matter of disqualification of the model but rather as an encouragement to explore it for a large range of music gen-
res, though with discernment : its success or difficulty in handling such or such passage or type of music is per se informative. 
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Example n°14 : 
 
Richard Wagner – Gurnemanz’ Monologue
Parsifal (Act I). Wagner Werk Verzeichnis 111, 1882 
“Parsifal, Klavierauszug zu zwei Händen”, Ed. R. Kleinmidjel, p. 19, 1911 
 
S&C Discovery as a Model Matching Task 
Grouping and parsing 
The decomposition of a passage in terms of S&Cs can be approached as a grouping process (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 
1983)1, where the grouping criterion results from the possibility to identify, in the observed data, patterns that match the 
S&C data model : the description of a musical segment is viewed as an information coding scheme and the grouping oper-
ation therefore aims at seeking, as parsing hypotheses, the S&C decompositions which provide the most “economical” de-
scriptions of the passage. 
In this section, we introduce principles, criteria and methods to this aim, which highlight the essential role played by the 
determination of the primer, in the process of S&C discovery. 
As general guidelines, we refer to the following hypotheses : 
‐ In a structural segment, the various musical dimensions may not follow the same structural pattern (some may for 
instance behave as ሾܾܽܽܿሿ, others as ሾܾܽܽܿሿ) but all these patterns are assumed to contribute to the S&C, provided 
they exhibit a synchronous (or congruent) behavior.  
‐ In general, not all musical dimensions do participate to the S&C, but only a subset of them, while the other musical 
dimensions exhibit unstructured behavior. This requires a stage of selection of variables.  
                                                          
1 Note however that, whereas grouping structure relies on a tree-based hierarchy driven by affinities between strictly adjacent segments, 
the S&C model assumes a matrix scheme which is able to account for associational structure (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983), i.e. rela-
tions between elements which may not be immediately contiguous. 
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‐ Segmentation of a passage using the S&C model results from a joint optimization among concurrent S&C hypothe-
ses over the whole passage. 
‐ At the working timescale, system size is assumed to range between 3 and 7 morphological elements, while smaller 
(resp. larger) segments are considered to relate to lower (resp. higher) time scales. 
Simplicity principle and law of parsimony 
Following Narmour’s conception of cognitive rule-mapping, humans tend to achieve intuitively the joint estimation of 
structuring properties and their relationships by eliciting, between several possibilities, the one(s) which seem(s) the most 
salient1. Such a “cognitive” strategy relates to the Ockham’s razor principle (also called the law of parsimony) (Ockham, 
1323) which assumes that, among several possible ways to describe a same set of observations, the preference tends to-
wards the simplest explanation. Recent research in experimental psychology also hypothesizes “the search for simplicity 
[as] a fundamental cognitive principle” (see for instance, Chater 1999). 
In the field of Engineering Sciences and Information Theory, the Minimum Description Length (MDL) approach (Ris-
sanen, 1978) is a particular instance of this principle, based on the fundamental idea that “any regularity in a given set of 
data can be used to compress the data, i.e. to describe it using fewer symbols than needed to describe the data literally” 
(Grünwald, 1998). 
Once again, the upper compression bound of a set of data corresponds to their Kolmogorov complexity (Kolmogorov, 
1963), i.e. the size of the shortest program that outputs the data. The MDL criterion restricts the search of the optimal 
compression scheme to a subset of allowed codes, called the model class, which is assumed to be reasonably efficient, 
whatever the data at hand. 
Based on these principles, the adequacy of a S&C in describing a musical passage can be formulated as an information-
theoretic criterion which expresses how much compression gain can be achieved by modeling the passage as a S&C rather 
than describing it literally. 
S&C model matching by MDL criterion 
In this context, the musical passage ܵ ൌ ݔ଴଴	ݔ଴ଵ	ݔଵ଴	̅ݔଵଵ	 plays the role of the literal data, the S&C framework is the model 
class (the “coding scheme”) and the S&C description of the passage, ܯ ൌ ሺݔ଴଴, ݂, ݃, ߛሻ is the compressed data. 
Let us assume that the quantity of information (i.e. the number of bits) which is required to describe ܵ lit-
erally writes : 
ݍ଴ሺܵሻ ൌ ݍ଴ሺݔ଴଴ሻ ൅ ݍ଴ሺݔ଴ଵሻ ൅ ݍ଴ሺݔଵ଴ሻ ൅ ݍ଴ሺ̅ݔଵଵሻ 
where ݍ଴൫ݔ௜௝൯ denotes the quantity of information required to describe each element of the system. When 
compressed as ܯ, the quantity of information needed to describe ܵ becomes : 
ݍெሺܵሻ ൌ ݍ଴ሺݔ଴଴ሻ ൅ ݍெሺ݂ሻ ൅ ݍெሺ݃ሻ ൅ ݍெሺߛሻ 
ݍெሺߠሻ denoting the quantity of information needed to encode a given mapping function ߠ. 
The compression gain achieved by the S&C model can therefore be expressed as the difference between 
these two costs, namely : 
∆ݍሺܵ|ܯሻ ൌ 	ݍ଴ሺܵሻ െ ݍெሺܵሻ 
For a given sequence ܵ , the MDL description ܯ∗  is therefore chosen as the one which minimizes 
ݍெሺܵሻ,	i.e. maximizes ∆ݍሺܵ|ܯሻ. 
                                                          
1 Naturally, there can be cases for which different sorts of similarities are comparably “salient”, and saliency may vary over people. 
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It is not within the scope of this article to develop explicit expressions of ݍ଴ and ݍெ. In common music experience, the 
MDL description ܯ∗	is estimated intuitively by the listener on the basis of the most apparent similarities between morpho-
logical elements. Once normalized between 0 and 1, empirical values for ݍெ should more or less behave as in Table 7. 
Type of similarity ܽ ෤ܽ, ܽ௞ ݂ሺܽሻ, ݃ሺܽሻ ܽ’ ܾ 
ݍெ 0 ߝ ≪ 1 ߙ, ߚ ൑ 12 
1
2 1 
Table 7 : Empirical range of normalized values of	ݍெ, for various types of mapping functions 
As ݂, ݃ (and indirectly ߛ) are defined in reference to the primer ݔ଴଴, this element plays a key role in the compression crite-
rion : not by its intrinsic (literal) complexity, but depending on how much the forthcoming elements in the system can be 
economically explained on its basis1. Identifying optimal primers is therefore essential to the parsing process. 
Selection of variables 
Jointly to the estimation of the syntagmatic relations, S&C MDL model matching operates a selection of variables over 
which the most compact description can be achieved. 
Let’s denote as ॺ, the subset of structuring properties of segment ܵ and ॺഥ all the other (non-structuring) 
properties. The total quantity of information ݍெ	 decomposes into two terms, corresponding to the quanti-
ty of information required to encode ܵ in each separate subspace : 
ݍெሺܵሻ ൌ ݍெሺܵ|ॺሻ ൅ ݍெሺܵ|ॺഥሻ 
While the first term in the sum, is smaller than its literal counterpart ݍ଴ሺܵ|ॺሻ because of the existence of 
simple syntagmatic relationships within ॺ, the second term is merely invariant, as no compression can be 
achieved from variables which vary unrelatedly with the model. 
 
As a consequence, the compression gain actually writes as : 
∆ݍሺܵ|ܯሻ ൌ 	ݍ଴ሺܵሻ െ ݍெሺܵ|ॺሻ 
and its decrease is entirely attributable to the variables living in subspace ॺ. Optimizing the match of a 
segment to a S&C model provides simultaneously an estimation of ॺ, as the subset of variables responsi-
ble for the maximum compression gain. 
In general, not all musical dimensions form S&C patterns in a structural segment, but only a subset of them, while the oth-
er ones vary in a non-organized way. For instance, the lead part played by the central instrument during a solo may tempo-
rarily break free from any structured patterns and the organization of the segment may be only governed (weakly) by the 
underlying harmonic progression. In many rap pieces, the vocal lead is unstructured, neither in terms of melody, nor har-
mony, and the structural “clock” is enforced by the background loop, etc… Note also that musical dimensions which fol-
low S&C patterns often vary across successive structural segments.  
Segmentation into S&Cs 
When parsing morphological elements into structural segments across a passage or an entire music piece, the boundaries 
of the successive S&C need to be optimized jointly with the S&C themselves (Bimbot, Sargent, Deruty, Guichaoua & Vin-
cent, 2014). Valid segmentation hypotheses result from a simultaneous identification of the contrast of the finishing segment 
and of the primer of the forthcoming one. 
                                                          
1 Somehow in analogy with the root of a chord. 
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As a concrete illustration, let us consider Example 15.  
Example n°15 
 
Loreen – Euphoria 
Composers : T. G:son & P. Boström. Label : Warner Music 
Eurovision Song Contest winner 2012 (Sweden). Transcribed by ear 
 
In the first 1’20” of this trance-inspired euro-pop song, the inner structure of each of the first two verses (bars 1-8 and 9-
16) clearly forms a dominant period-like pattern ሾܾܽܽܿሿ (supported by a plain ሾܾܾܽܽሿ rhyme system). Then, the chorus 
proceeds to a sudden change of regime : the harmony becomes ሾܾܾܽܽሿ while the melodic system exhibits a dominant 
ܾܾܽ’ܿ pattern1, prone to create a structural uncertainty on the status of bars 17-18 (“Euphoria”) as a primer. 
This ambiguity is however resolved by at least two other factors : 
‐ Bars 23-24 clearly create a contrast with the 3 previous morphological elements (17-22), forming a very distinctive 
“ܾ” in an ܾܽܽܽ pattern in terms of (i) “on-the-beat” vs “off-beat” note placement, and (ii) “rising” vs “falling” me-
lodic termination. In particular, the insistent and syncopated repetition of  “up, up, up…” over 1½ bar constitutes a 
definite “punctuation mark” in this context, in contrast with the smoother flow of the previous bars. 
‐ Hypothesizing a structural segment which would start on bar 19 (rather than 17) would create a very inconsistent or-
ganization for the second part of the chorus (4th line of the transcription), given that bars 33-34 necessarily constitute 
the primer of a new occurrence of the song’s verse (5th line). 
This example illustrates how competing hypotheses can be arbitrated by means of the empirical minimization of an overall 
description cost, which elicits the most parsimonious explanation. The preference for a segment boundary arises from the 
detection of a plausible contrast before the boundary but, first and foremost, from the identification a reasonable primer 
                                                          
1 Exactly ܾܾܽܿ for what concerns the rhymes 
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just after the boundary : the primer appears simultaneously as an element which is poorly suited to the previous S&C (typ-
ically, it is located after the contrast and shows no clear syntagmatic relationship with it) and an element which is essential 
to trigger the forthcoming system in the next segment on the basis of compact morpho-syntagmatic relationships  
As was noted in (Bimbot, Le Blouch, Sargent & Vincent, 2010) structural segments are perceived as both autonomous and 
suppressible within the musical flow because (i) their elements form a consistent set of their own (property of autonomy) 
and (ii) none of these elements are necessary to explain the elements of neighboring systems (property of suppressibility). 
In a vast majority of cases, the joint estimation of successive S&Cs provides disambiguated boundaries and conditions the 
global segmentation towards uniqueness. Occasionally, local ambiguities cannot be resolved, leading to a very small graph 
of residual hypotheses.  
Communication Functions of the Contrast 
Communication is a very broad area which covers a variety of aspects dealing with the exchange of information, messages 
thoughts and affects, and music is undoubtedly a communication process. In that context, the relationship between infor-
mation, expectation and surprise in music is a very prolific subject, addressed in a number of research works, including 
(but not limited to) Meyer (1967), Narmour (1977), Huron (2006), Abdallah & Plumbley (2009), … 
The S&C model provides additional perspectives to the question, from the point of view of Communication Sciences : the 
contrast element can be interpreted as a digital modulation of the last element of the carrier system. It also appears as 
some sort of delimiter acting as a musical punctuation mark within the musical flow and it can be understood as a predic-
tion residual creating a surprise element which acts as a punch-line. 
The contrast as a digital modulation 
In the field of electronic engineering and telecommunications, modulation is defined as the process of varying one or more 
properties of a known carrier signal (usually a periodic waveform) with an unknown modulating signal. The modulation 
signal conveys information which fluctuates at a lower frequency than that of the carrier. 
In analog communications, the modulation is applied continuously to the carrier signal as a function of the information 
content. In digital communications, the signal is discrete, and modulation consists in changing, at specific instants, the 
values of the bits constituting the code-words. In both cases, retrieving the modulating information from the composite 
signal is called demodulation. 
As pointed out in the introductory part of the S&C, the sequence ܵ଴ ൌ ݔ଴଴	ݔ଴ଵ	ݔଵ଴	ݔଵଵ	can be viewed as a carrier signal, 
composed of a small number of distinct states for each musical dimension. The fact that the last element of the carrier se-
quence ܵ଴ is fully predictable (i.e. redundant) provides the opportunity to insert additional information by altering one or 
several properties (bits of information) of ݔଵଵ. This yields the contrasted sequence ܵ ൌ ݔ଴଴	ݔ଴ଵ	ݔଵ଴	̅ݔଵଵ, where ̅ݔଵଵ (and 
therefore ߛ) can be understood as a digital modulation1 of the last element of ܵ଴. 
In this modulation scheme, the receiver does not know the carrier signal in advance and must reconstruct it (a blind carrier 
recovery problem, in Engineering Sciences). In view of the S&C model, the carrier is reconstructed (at the receiver’s end) 
by inferring the functions ݂ and ݃ from the sequence ݔ଴଴	ݔ଴ଵ	ݔଵ଴ (this task being easier if ݂ and ݃ are cognitively simple). 
                                                          
1 This particular use of the word modulation departs from its usual meaning(s) in the field of music. 
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When the contrastive element of the system occurs (̅ݔଵଵ), the receiver is able to identify it as such and to analyze its devia-
tion from the expected carrier element (ݔଵଵ) so as to demodulate the contrast (̅ݔଵଵ	ݒݏ	ݔଵଵ)1.  
The contrast as an implicit delimiter 
The elements forming human communication messages as well as digital data streams are generally grouped into larger 
units which constitute blocks of information. In Computer Science, a delimiter is a sequence of one or more symbols used 
to specify (explicitly or implicitly) boundaries between separate, independent regions in data streams. This is typically the 
role of punctuation marks in natural human language, which help structuring logically the linguistic message. 
Whereas, in written communication, punctuation marks are inserted explicitly in the textual content as specific signs, they 
take a very different form in oral communication : in spoken language, the logical organization of the discourse is mainly 
rendered by prosodic markers at the end of logical groups of words : introduction of pauses, significant modifications of 
the intensity, the syllable flow or the vowel durations, inversion of the shape of the intonation contour, etc… Note that 
these prosodic modifications are realized simultaneously with the articulation of phonemes, i.e. they are embedded within 
the other levels of the linguistic message. 
An interesting parallel can be established between these prosodic processes and the implication patterns occurring in the 
musical flow as described by the S&C. Indeed, the contrast manifests itself as the last item of a sequence by a significant 
deviation of its musical properties from their current course. Dually, spoken language uses mechanisms which consists in 
modulating “musical” dimensions of speech, in order to mark the logical organization of the discourse. 
In addition, as for spoken language, the S&C segment boundary falls after the contrast which does not only mark the end 
of the current S&C but also announces the advent of a new one. 
The contrast as a thwarted prediction 
In the dictionary, the entry surprise returns definitions such as “an emotional state experienced as the result of an unex-
pected event”, “the difference between expectations and reality”, “the gap between our assumptions and expectations and 
the way that those events actually turn out” or “the end result of predictions that fail”2,3.  
Creating surprise is some form of art. It plays an important role in novels, plays, jokes, shows, social events,… and of 
course, in music. Needless to insist on how well the above definitions of surprise does indeed apply to that of contrast as 
used in this article. 
Generally speaking, the contrast does not constitute a completely novel and unforeseeable event in the musical flow. First-
ly, its location is more or less predictable. Secondly, the contrast itself tends to share similarities on some musical dimen-
sions with the carrier system and therefore, it is not totally new in every respect. Therefore, the contrast can be understood 
as a phase of the musical narration where an unknown quantity of surprise is released, after a sufficient amount of infor-
mation has been disclosed, so that the contrast gets its full value. 
Depending on the familiarity of the listener with the musical genre of the piece, the contrast may sound  quite surprising or 
                                                          
1 Assuming that the internal organization of structural segments in music is governed by a carrier-modulation process should of course 
be understood as an abstraction which does not reflect all the aspects at work in the process of musical composition or listening. 
2 Note that surprise can be pleasant, unpleasant or simply neutral. 
3 Surprise must be distinguished from novelty, i.e. “the quality of being new, original or unusual”. 
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very conventional. Listeners may judge a particular contrast as either sophisticated or common-place, subtle or disappoint-
ing, funny or boring, extraordinary or inept, surprisingly surprising or pathetically predictable, etc… Ultimately, the sur-
prise effect can come from the non-realization of a contrast (i.e. a plain carrier system), the surprise then resulting from… 
the absence of surprise. 
The preparation of the contrastive part of the S&C creates a state of growing suspense which is analog to that developed 
by a story before its punchline : after having involved the audience into a given situation, the story-teller releases addition-
al information to conclude and close the narration, in the same way as the contrast resolves the carrier sequence. This ter-
mination generally creates a sense of surprise because it deviates from the straightforward projected implications built on 
the prior material in the narration. Of course, the punch-line is simultaneously subject to stylistic conventions, and there-
fore, the way it is understood also depends on contextual aspects : the speaker, the audience, their background and their 
cultural expectations.  
Example 16 provides an example where, in the context of a well-known comedy, the inherent contrast of a musical seg-
ment is reinforced by additional acting means, in order to strengthen the punch-line effect of the last element.  
Example n°16 : Charles Chaplin  Charles Chaplin – Untitled Song from the “Modern Times” movie (1936) After Leo Daniderff – Je cherche après Titine (1917)
Timing : 1:18’28-1:18’43. Transcribed by ear 
 
Each verse of this famous nonsensical version of a French song dating from 1917, and which went around the world in the 
late 30’s with Chaplin’s movie, is made up of four 1-bar elements. In Chaplin’s interpretation, the fourth element recur-
rently creates laughter and/or applause from the audience, in reaction to the intended surprise effect. Central to the acting 
performance of Chaplin is the reinforcement of the disparity of the 4th musical element Xഥଵଵ by creating obvious contrasts 
in terms of dynamics ሾ݉݌	݉݌	݉݌	݂ሿ, tempo ሾ116		116		78		130ሿ, rhyme of the (fake) lyrics ሾ݁	݁	݁	ݓܽሿ and voice timbre 
modification on the last element. It is worth noting that, at the same time, the phrase lands on a cadential cliché : as op-
posed to the surprising effect of the various bottom-up S&C processes at work, the top-down structures and idioms sound 
here quite commonplace and do not create much stylistic surprise. 
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Technological Perspectives of the S&C Model 
In Computer Science, the S&C framework points towards specific statistical schemes, computational frameworks and data 
structures in line with the model hypotheses, for instance : 
 the use of multi-stream hidden-state models to represent S&Cs on several musical dimensions simultaneously, 
 a possible simplification of the chain rule for decomposing the probability of a segment into simpler terms as a 
consequence of the structurally dominant dependencies within a S&C : 
 the potential of architectures such as matrices, tensors or quad-trees (rather than sequential models or binary trees) 
for representing hierarchical relationships and dependencies between morphological elements, 
 the use of dynamic programming techniques such as the Viterbi algorithm for optimizing globally the S&C de-
scription of a passage at a given time-scale. 
An interesting perspective that arises from the automatic analysis of large music datasets is that of building statistical 
models of music structure. Such models may be used in the field of MIR for, e.g., automatic music style classification or 
automatic detection of music pieces with similar structure. They may also be used to automatically generate shortened, 
extended or remixed versions of a given piece by reordering its structural components. They appear as potentially helpful 
to improve stochastic music composition algorithms based on statistical chains (such as Markov chains), which mostly ac-
count for the short-term dependencies in music (Miranda, 2001).  
The S&C model has been primarily designed to characterize the internal organization of structural segments in order to 
guide the structural parsing of music pieces into sectional units (Bimbot, Deruty, Sargent & Vincent, 2012). In this con-
text, the S&C model is also used to assign “semiotic” labels to segments which characterize their similarities : two seg-
ments built on the same carrier system are associated to the same label, and differences pertaining to the contrast or to the 
surface realization of the system are denoted in different ways (Bimbot, Sargent, Deruty, Guichaoua, Vincent, 2014). Ear-
ly attempts to design automatic music segmentation algorithms based on the S&C model have experimentally proven con-
vincing on pop music data (Sargent, 2013). 
In MIR, knowledge of the segmental structure of a music piece has been used to increase the accuracy of chord and tempo 
estimation (Mauch, Noland & Dixon, 2009 ; Dannenberg, 2005) or to estimate the short-term power spectrum of the ac-
companiment for singing voice separation (Liutkus, Rafii, Badeau, Pardo & Richard, 2012), but the internal organization 
of these segments still remains to be exploited. Other MIR applications such as polyphonic pitch and drum transcription 
may also benefit from this. The resulting structural metadata may then be used for music summarization (Peeters, La 
Burthe & Rodet, 2002), music thumbnailing (Chai & Vercoe, 2003) or interactive music playback interfaces (Goto, 2006). 
The S&C model also offers a valuable paradigm to build metaphoric representations of the mid-level structure of music. In 
the same way as this article has been abstracting musical dimensions and properties into shapes, brightness or other visual 
features, the S&C description provides ways to represent schematically similar motifs in the musical narration and how 
they relate to one another on different time-scales. These metadata may be of great help as an additional source of infor-
mation for music teaching, as the possibility of visualizing the relational structure of a piece facilitates awareness, memo-
rization, understanding and abstract manipulation of its content. More specifically, it could contribute to the generation of 
music with a tunable level of predictability, in a way similar to (Cont, 2008). 
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Summary and Conclusions 
Originally designed for Engineering Science purposes, the System & Contrast model describes a musical segment as a se-
quence of morphological elements forming a matrix network of relations (carrier system) terminated by a substitutive el-
ement, the contrast, which partly contradicts the logic of the system by denying projected implications built on the carrier 
system. 
As a multi-dimensional and multi-scale data model, the S&C scheme provides a polymorphous framework which is useful 
to inform on relational aspects of music structure, in a wide range of situations. Without contradicting conventional formal 
types, the S&C appears as being particularly well-suited to describe and parse structures in pop music, as it can accommo-
date a variety of genres, styles and practices which are difficult to otherwise codify. 
The S&C model emerges as a generalization of Narmour’s Implication-Realization model and Cognitive Rule-Mapping 
scheme (Narmour, 2000), which it encapsulates into a formal and generic computational data structure. This result could 
prove useful to develop future theories and experiments in the field of Music Cognition and Perception, for instance to 
model, study and evaluate the prevalence and the interaction of musical dimensions in implication schemes, as well as a 
variety of denial scenarios, with respect to their musical acceptability and their correlation with affects. 
As discussed in this article, Kolmogorov’s complexity and the Minimum Description Length paradigm may also provide a 
source of inspiration and consolidation, for models of music cognition and perception, to account for and explain how 
knowledge and representations arise from bottom-up processes involved in the musical experience. 
In the field of MIR, the S&C model opens the path towards improved algorithms for automatic structure extraction as well 
as new probabilistic music language models, with potentially good generalization capabilities. Other technological tracks 
concern computer-aided musical creation and composition, as well as music education and teaching. 
Beyond Engineering Sciences, it is also hoped that the S&C model will trigger interest in various areas of Musicology, 
providing in return more insight on its scope and its limits, and thus contribute in clarifying how its data-driven “mechan-
ics” can best articulate with conventional musicological models and analysis principles. 
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